ABSTRACT

In this paper we shall be using several concepts, some of them are new and others are widely accepted. In the light of these new concepts and well-established concepts we shall discuss several problems. As we can see from the title of the research it’s a multidisciplinary, inter-disciplinary and above all trans-disciplinary. We have to note that some of the definitions in certain epistemes transgress into other epistemes with a change, not only in the denotations or the dialect meaning of the concept but also in the connotation or the wider symbolic and allegorical meaning of the concepts. E.g. friends in the context of media is a famous sitcom (1), but in social media friends are those people whom you add in your Facebook profile. Carl Rogers, The famous psychologist, defined friendship in his famous book “On becoming a person, a therapist view of Phsyco-therapy” as “a process, not a state, it’s a direction and not a destination where multiple people with different and similar characters travel along together.
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